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1. SUMMARY
The 2014 exploratory assessments are based on different stock and fishery spatial definitions than
previous assessments. This document describes the method used to define new spatial strata for catch
estimation with the new stock and fishery definitions for 1975-2014. The document also describes the
method used to compute the Pennington sample size for the 2000-2014. The Pennington sample size
estimates are used as weights in the exploratory assessments. Both methods will be revised for the 2015
assessment.
2. SPATIAL POSTSTRATIFICATION
2.1. Background
The current catch estimation methodology is based on computing estimates of species and size
composition within strata. Historically these strata have been defined by the IATTC sampling areas,
month and gear (purse-seine set type -vessel size class) (Tomlinson 2004; Suter 2010). Catch estimates
for each stratum are then combined across areas, month and vessel size class categories to obtain
estimates for each fishery area and quarter. The IATTC sampling areas were developed based on the
yellowfin fishery before it expanded to cover the whole EPO and do not adequately represent the western
parts of the EPO, thus limiting their usefulness for generating data for spatially defined fisheries. To adapt
the current catch estimation methodology to the new stock and fishery spatial definitions (SAC-06-04c),
new catch areas were created within fishery areas.
Creating these new catch areas was a two-step process. The first step was to merge stock and fishery areas
for bigeye and yellowfin tuna, by purse-seine set type, thereby forming a common spatial stratification for
both species within a set type (skipjack was not considered at this step because there is no skipjack
assessment). Those combined fishery areas are shown in Figures 1-3. There was no change to the
yellowfin areas for dolphin and unassociated sets from this first step because the bigeye stock and fishery
definitions are the same for these two set types and align with the yellowfin boundaries. The second step
of the process was to further divide some of these areas into two sub-areas, based on analysis of species
composition and average weights. The analysis used for this further substratification is described below.
2.2. Data and method of analysis
Port-sampling data for bigeye, yellowfin and skipjack tuna from 1980-2013 were used in this analysis.
Data prior to 1980 were excluded to avoid any influence of the CYRA/XCYRA regulations (Suter 2010
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and references therein) on the spatial structure identified by this analysis. Unlike the boundaries of the
IATTC sampling areas used for previous catch estimation (Tomlinson 2004; Suter 2010), the
CYRA/XCYRA boundaries do not coincide with the new stock and fishery area boundaries. The data for
1980-1999 were analyzed separately from that for 2000-2013 because different sampling protocols were
used in the two time periods (Suter 2010).
The port-sampling data were summarized by the following well-level quantities:
�
𝑁

species composition: 𝑁�𝑖𝑖
average weight:

� 𝑖𝑖
𝑊
�𝑖𝑖
𝑁
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�𝑖𝑖 is the estimated weight of species i in well j, 𝑁
�𝑖𝑖 is the estimated number of fish of species i in
where 𝑊
�
well j and 𝑁.𝑗 is the estimated number of all fish (yellowfin, bigeye and skipjack) in well j. Species
composition estimates are only available for 2000-2013. These species composition and average weight
quantities are equivalent to, or similar to, the well-level summaries used in the catch estimation and were
computed following methods outlined in Tomlinson et al. 1992 and Tomlinson 2004. Because some
species are not commonly caught in all set types, the species included in the analyses varied by set type:
the analysis of dolphin-set data used only yellowfin tuna summaries; the analysis of unassociated-set data
used yellowfin and skipjack tuna summaries; and, with one exception, the analysis for floating-object set
data used summaries for all three tuna species. For comparison, separate analyses of species proportions
and average weights were also conducted for the 2000-2013 data.
To determine sub-strata within fishery areas for each purse-seine set type, regression tree analyses were
conducted within each fishery area, by set type, where there were sufficient sample data. Multivariate
regression trees (De’ath 2002) for 2000-2013, and classical regression trees (Breiman et al. 1984) for
1980-1990, were used to partition the data into more homogeneous sub-groups. To avoid overstratification of the data, only the first split of each tree was considered. The sub-areas were primarily
selected based on results of the analysis of the 2000-2013 data because both species proportions and
average weights were available. However, sub-area definitions also took into consideration results from
analysis of 1980-1990 average weights, separate analyses of average weights and species proportions for
the 2000-2013 data, and best competitor split information for both time periods. Predictor variables used
in the regression tree analyses were: 5° latitude, 5° longitude, month (categorical), vessel size-class
(categorical: class 1-5; class 6). Data were analyzed in R (R Development Core Team 2012) with vegan
(Okansen et al. 2013) and mvpart (Therneau and Atkinson 2012) packages.
2.3. Results and future work
The resulting sub-stratification of the fishery areas is shown in Figures 1-3. In most cases there were
similarities between the first partitions selected for the 2000-2013 data and those selected for the 19801990 data. For the sub-division of the southern inshore dolphin-set area (Figure 1), the first tree partition
for 2000-2013 data was at 85°W (first competitor split was on month) and the first competitor split for the
1980-1990 data was at 90°W (the first split was on month). Similar results were obtained for the
subdivision of the southern inshore area for unassociated sets (Figure 2), which emphasizes the strong
spatial-seasonal aspect of this region. The partition of the northern offshore area for floating-objects sets
(Figure 3) represents a compromise between the first competitor split for 2000-2013 for all three species,
the first split for bigeye tuna proportion and average weight, the first split for proportions for all three
species, and the first split for bigeye and skipjack average weights for 1980-1990. The partition of the
southern offshore area for floating-object sets (Figure 3) was also a compromise between the first
partition for all three species (115°W), the first partition for bigeye tuna 2000-2013 (110°W), and the first
partition for 1980-1990 for bigeye tuna (105°W), yellowfin tuna (115°W) and skipjack tuna (110°W).
The partition of the northern inshore area for floating-object set data (Figure 3) was based on data for
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yellowfin and skipjack tuna. There was less agreement in this area between analyses and time periods.
The partition selected presents the results for yellowfin average weight and proportion for 2000-2013.
For the 2015 assessment, catch spatial strata will be determined based on a combination of methods. More
detailed regression tree analyses will be used to define candidate sub-areas. In addition, over-stratification
will be evaluated using simulations to investigate stability and error of the estimates for different levels of
stratification, including changes to spatial strata (stock areas, fishery areas, sub-division of fishery areas),
time periods (months versus quarter) and vessel size class. Evaluating over-stratification is important
because the finer the level of stratification of the data, the more strata there will be for which no portsampling data are available in any given year. In such situations, port-sampling data from “neighboring”
strata have to be used to estimate size composition, and for 2000 onwards, species catch. The trade-offs
between high-resolution strata/high-levels of substitution and lower-resolution strata have not been
evaluated previously due to the computational challenges. However, because the catch estimation
programs have recently been implemented in R, more rigorous evaluation will be possible.
3. PENNINGTON SAMPLE SIZE
3.1. Background
Size composition estimates used in the stock assessments are weighted to give more influence to those
size compositions that are considered to be more reliable. There are several options for computing
weights. One option for weights is the Pennington sample size (Pennington et al. 2002). The Pennington
sample size was originally defined to provide a measure of the precision of size composition estimates
from fishery-independent survey data. To adapt the Pennington sample size to the present yellowfin and
bigeye tuna stock assessments, we follow the work of Chris Francis (unpublished).
3.2. Data and method of analysis
Port-sampling data and catch data for 2000-2014 were used to estimate the Pennington sample size for the
recent assessment period. For this analysis, estimates were not made for the 1975-1999 period because of
differences in sampling protocol between the two periods and uncertainty as to how to produce a
consistent time series of estimates for 1975-2014. The Pennington sample size was estimated for each
fishery stratum (i.e., each year x set type x fishery area x quarter) for which there were at least two well
samples available; in what follows below the stratum subscripting is suppressed.
The Pennington sample size (Pennington et al., 2002, equation 5), 𝑚
� 𝑒𝑒𝑒 , is given by the ratio of the
variance of the mean length estimated for data from a clustered sampling design (e.g., fish clustered
within wells), 𝑣𝑣𝑣�𝑅� �, to the variance of the population length distribution (X indicating the random
variable length), 𝜎�𝑋2 :
𝑚
� 𝑒𝑒𝑒 =

𝜎�𝑋2

𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝑅� )

The Pennington sample size was defined based on mean length, but adapted here to mean weight. For
binned data, the population mean weight can be expressed as:
𝜇 = � 𝜋𝑘 𝑤𝑘
𝑘

where 𝜋𝑘 is the probability of obtaining a fish of a length corresponding to the kth 1-cm length bin (i.e.,
the proportion of fish in length bin k) and 𝑤𝑘 is the weight associated with the mid-point of the kth length
bin. The variance of the population length distribution:
was estimated as:

𝜎𝑋2 = 𝐸(𝑋 2 ) − �𝐸(𝑋)�
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where 𝜋�𝑘 is the stratum estimate of the proportion of fish in the kth 1-cm length bin.

The estimate of the variance of the ratio estimator of mean weight for data collected under a clustered
sampling design was obtained by a bootstrap procedure where well-level data were resampled within each
catch stratum (area x month x set type x vessel size class) for each year. The bootstrap estimate of
variance from B bootstrap data sets is given by:
𝐵
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is the estimate from the i bootstrap replicate of the proportion of fish in length bin k.

To deal with instability in the estimates of the Pennington sample size for strata with few well samples,
the Pennington estimates, as a function of the number of samples with a species, were smoothed using a
generalized additive model and smooth predictions generated.
3.3. Results and future work
Estimates of Pennington sample size and the relationship between the Pennington sample size and the
number of wells with a species, by set type, are shown in Figure 4. Predicted Pennington sample size
values used in the exploratory stock assessments were based on predictions from these smooth curves.
Depending on the results of simulations to determine stratum “size” and minimum number of wells
samples per stratum, the need to smooth the raw Pennington sample size values, as well as the smooth
curves, may change for the 2015 assessment.
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FIGURE 1. Catch spatial stratification for dolphin-set data. Dark blue, dashed lines: stock boundaries;
black solid lines: fishery boundaries; orange solid lines: additional boundaries for catch strata.
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FIGURE 2. Catch spatial stratification for unassociated-set data. Dark blue, dashed lines: stock
boundaries; black solid lines: fishery boundaries; orange solid lines: additional boundaries for catch strata.
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FIGURE 3. Catch spatial stratification for floating-object-set data. Dark blue, dashed lines: stock
boundaries; black solid lines: fishery boundaries; orange solid lines: additional boundaries for catch
strata; orange-black dashed lines: shared fishery boundaries and catch stratum boundaries.
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FIGURE 4. Raw Pennington sample size estimates versus number of wells with the species, by purseseine set type, and smooth curves (red lines). Each point in each panel represents the Pennington sample
size for a given year x area x quarter. For the purposes of presentation, values of the Pennington sample
size larger than 200 are not shown in the figures. “DPH”: dolphin sets; “UNA”: unassociated sets; “FLT”:
floating-object sets; “YFT”: yellowfin tuna; “BET”: bigeye tuna.
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